Analysis of selected regulatory pathways for rat galanin gene transcription and their suitability as putative models for negative regulation by NGF.
Nerve growth factor (NGF) is known to negatively regulate the transcription of the rat galanin gene both in vivo and in vitro in dorsal root ganglion neurons, yet it is unclear how this regulation actually occurs. We propose here several possible pathways whereby NGF could interact to exert negative control on galanin regulation. These include: (1) repression of AP1-mediated transcription, (2) repression of nuclear binding protein-mediated transcription, and (3) repression of cytokine-mediated transcription. Although not enough data are available for speculation on which, if any, of these pathways is most relevant for NGF repression of galanin transcription, the mechanisms we describe can provide putative models for regulatory pathways. From here we can carry out further experiments that may help to elucidate the possible mechanisms of NGF repression in vivo.